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Happy Anniversary FEW
I want to thank the men and women of Federally Employed

is designed to develop our members and allow them to get

Women (FEW) for their commendable performance and

first-hand support from a member of the United States

resilience during the past year. Join me in commemorating

Senior Executive Service. FEW is always honored to attract

our 54th founding anniversary. As your National President,

the next generation, and our purpose is to help people soar

I am very proud of how we have evolved and risen to the

in their careers. This will help us reach the moment of

challenge even in the face of adversity. Your professionalism,

equitable career advancement for women.

dedication, courage, and patience serve as an inspiration
and keep us Soaring to New Heights.

FEW, we remain adaptable and strong. Our national elections

Going into the 54th year, I am encouraged for our future

are taking place now. I encourage you to participate in the

and the sustainability of this organization. We have made

process and help us elect a new National Board of Directors

significant decisions and reached the goals set for this term

to support a fair, equitable, and just environment for working

in office. Now we are ready to take FEW higher—to the next

women. I am extremely optimistic because of you. As National

level of “Soaring to New Heights.” We have remained adapt-

President, I can assure you there will be challenges, yet we

able and strong, and this year we will hold our third virtual

can handle anything jointly. As we celebrate our anniversary,

training program, the Virtual Leadership Summit III. I invite

we cannot perform individually, rather collectively and

you to join our interactive training program on July 18–22,

together, to effectively perform our mandate and achieve our

2022. The theme “Leadership Next Level: People, Purpose,

vision for this organization. We are “One Organization, One

and Passion.” All courses align with the Office of Personnel

Board, One Voice.”

Management Executive Core Competencies for employees.

Therefore, I join each and every one of you, as proud

Additionally, FEW has revamped several new initiatives for

members of this prestigious organization, to give your very

our members. As a member, take advantage and expand

best in every way you can so that together we shall achieve

your network to soar into a brighter future. As Awards and

our dreams and aspirations for a better life and our vision

Scholarships open, apply for the Management Concepts

for a stable government workforce full of dynamic women.

leadership certificate program. It’s phenomenal training

Together we shall win as one!

and development available to you. STEM Day 2022 is an
entirely virtual program that connects our federal agencies
with women and girls interested in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics, and job opportunities. STEM
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The future of this organization rests heavily on all of us. In

Once again, congratulations and a happy anniversary.
Respectfully,

Day 2022 will be on April 27, 2022. And finally, our second

Karen Rainey

annual Mentoring Cohort is taking place now. This program

National President

Working for the advancement of women in the government.
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‘Providing Healing, Promoting Hope’
By: Patrice Dogbatse
The 2022 Women’s History Month theme is “Providing
Healing, Promoting Hope.” It is in part a tribute to the
continuous work of caregivers and frontline workers
during this ongoing pandemic. Women are making
history every day, and this pandemic has been
the most significant call to duty this planet has
experienced in the last century. Globally, women have
answered the call with strength and valor. About 100
years ago, another pandemic swept the globe — a flu
outbreak estimated to have killed between 50 and 100
million people. Women were highly visible
in the battle to beat it but not necessarily
recognized as leaders.
Today, we recognize the role women have!
The first person to get the COVID-19
vaccine was a woman, Nurse Shemika
Champion, who stated, “Women are true
born leaders...” Whether doctors, nurses,

3
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researchers, advocates, vaccine volunteers or lab
scientists, each, in her way, has been an essential part
of battling this pandemic. But let’s not forget about
the newly defined “Front Line Workers.” The teachers,
moms, grandmas, the grocery store workers, the
delivery truck drivers…they all risked their lives to try
and keep some continuity in our lives. We must never
forget them as the essential workers they have always
been. We were just too busy to notice. We thank you.
Assisting my grandchildren with virtual
learning was the most challenging parenting
assignment I have ever had. One good thing
that came from this, I have renewed hope that
humanity isn’t lost, and I now have an elevated
appreciation for everything. Click here for
a great resource for “visualizing” women
in history.
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JULY
18-22

2022
You Are Invited
Virtual Leadership Summit III

Leadership Next Level:
People, Purpose, and Passion
A N AT I O N A L T R A I N I N G E V E N T
Early Registration Rate June 15
Member rate: $499
Non-Member rate: $699
Registration Rate after June 15
Member rate: $699
Non-Member rate: $899
REGISTER NOW
www.few.org/national-training-program/

TRAINING TRACKS

PROGRAM BENEFIT

• Project Management and Skills Track

• Discounted Rates

• Two-Day Women's Leadership Certificate Program

• No Per Diem

• Special Emphasis Program Manager (SEPM) Certificate

• No Travel Cost to Agency

• Human Resources (HR)

• 24+ sessions LIVE with Q&A and

• Leadership/Management

demonstrations

WORKING FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN IN THE GOVERNMENT

It’s A Celebration!
By: Tara Bullock

April is Membership month. It is an opportunity for us

• Annual Membership Meeting

to celebrate the significance of our members; we cannot

• Legislative Updates

forget that EACH and EVERY membership matters

• Compliance and Legal Advice

to FEW. Your membership is important, valuable,
beneficial, and it’s YOU!

you as a federal employee are endless and in place

How does membership with FEW beneﬁt you? Here’s

to support our mission and vision. I encourage you to

just a few ways:

take advantage of all the benefits available to you as a

• Online Job Bank
• Mentoring Program
• National Training Program
• Networking Opportunities
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Your membership matters! The benefits available to

Working for the advancement of women in the government.

member of Federally Employed Women and spread the
word about FEW. Encourage your friends to join this
amazing organization at www.few.org.
It is only together that we can “Soar to New Heights.”
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March/April Member Spotlight
The March/April member spotlight is Shabiki E. C.
Clarke, Vice President for Congressional Relations.
Clarke works as a civil service employee, supporting
the Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation
Administration. She has spent 15 years working to
improve the federal government’s services.
One of Clarke’s most notable accomplishments
is earning a B.S. in Social Science with a Minor in
Business Administration. Clarke joined FEW in 2018 as
a member of the LORNA M POLK #475 Chapter in the
D.C. Metro Region. In addition to her membership and
leadership in FEW, Clarke volunteers with Women’s
Leadership Ministry/Women of Worth (W.O.W) and
LightPoint, L.L.C. to assist the Shaw Neighborhood,
Washington D.C. with Education/Health/Social Justice/
Housing/Financial Wealth. She also feeds the homeless
every second Saturday of the Month.
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In her spare time, she enjoys photography, reading,
and road trips. Her favorite travel experience was to
her country of birth, Guyana, South America. “There is
so much to explore; it would take a lifetime to take in
all of its beauty.”
Clarke’s goal for 2022 is not to set any goals. She plans
to take it one day at a time. #BlankCanvas.
Her favorite part of FEW is the training and development
opportunities. She would say to anyone considering
FEW, “It will be the compass/guiding light if times ever
get rough and you feel like you don’t belong. The membership is a two-way street, you serve, and you receive
in return. Get involved, to have the full experience.”
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Benefits of Training and Development
By: Kaya Lewis-Baltimore

Athletes must train and develop their muscles to be
successful. Employees must also train and develop to
be successful. Training may not be easy, but it is worth
the investment. Here are some amazing benefits of
training and development.

3 Fosters Loyalty with your Agency/Company
3 Develops Future Leaders
3 Empowers
3 Increases Engagement
3 Builds Relationship
FEW recognizes these benefits through FEW’s mission
statement: Federally Employed Women works to end
sex and gender discrimination, to encourage diversity
for inclusion and equity in the workplace, and for the
advancement and professional growth of women in
federal service.
For FEW to accomplish “for the advancement and
professional growth of women in federal service,” training
must be conducted at the National, Regional and
Chapter levels.
FEW offers online training and presentations of interest

8
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for the federal government community and stellar
regional training opportunities right in your neighborhood. FEW also helps women enhance their career
opportunities through education and training and
provides annual scholarships to deserving individuals
for collegiate pursuits and access to the enriching
National Training Program (NTP). Check out the FEW
website to learn more about these opportunities.
The shining gem in FEW’s training programs is the
annual NTP, which has gone virtual to accommodate
COVID-19 safety needs. MARK YOUR CALENDARS;
this year’s Virtual Leadership Summit (VLS) III will
take place July 18-22, 2022, with the theme “Leadership Next Level: People, Purpose, Passion.” Be sure to
visit the FEW website to learn more about the incredible training and networking opportunities the VLS
III will provide and REGISTER EARLY to secure your
spot. Don’t forget to plan for the VLS III theme colors
and show your support of FEW. The 2022 VLS III
colors are Red/Khaki and the Health day’s theme is
Mindfulness so be sure to wear white.
Hope to see you virtually!
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Congratulations!

No PPRC Edits Required!
By: Judy Rush
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When I started in this position in July 2012, I had a lot to

Several resources to help you create consistent

learn. It was a time to build skills in editing publications,

publications are available under Members Only under

understand why and how to use branding, and ensure

Chapter Resources. Remember to use only an approved

our National, Regional, and Chapter publications are

FEW logo with the registered trademark and our brand

communicated with a professional and consistent mes-

phrase, Working for the Advancement of Women in the

sage and to pass that learning onto the members. Over

Government, in all of your publications. Instructions

the past decade, the number of publications reviewed

and colored versions of the FEW logos are located in the

annually has grown from 117 to 423. The overarching goal

National Policy and Procedures Manual, Members Only,

of PPRC is “Congratulations! No PPRC edits required!” In

Chapter Resources, FEW Logos, and on the website, after

2021, 34 publications achieved that honor.

you sign in, under Quick Links.

We have all built skills during our tenure, including

As a member of FEW, your voice matters! Thank you all

PPRC, which has become a significant player in ensuring

for providing content for FEW publications! If you have

all FEW publications are consistently error-free and

questions, please reach out to me at publications@few.org.

include the FEW brands.

Happy writing.

Working for the advancement of women in the government.
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Call for Applications
By: Karen Millner

The 2022-2023 Mentoring Program “Cohort 2” is just
around the corner!
Congratulations again to the 2021 Mentoring Program
selectees Jacqueline Davis, Marisa Fountain, Vickie
Harper, Cherie Hinkle, Krystal Kemp, Vernique
Leathers, Deana Mastin, Vanessa Miller, Lametrice
Sims, Vikki Williamson and Claudia Womble.
With the first year of the newly redesigned Federally
Employed Women (FEW) Mentoring Program in full
implementation, the applications for Cohort 2 will be
open April 1–15, 2022. If you would like to compete to
participate in the next cohort, remember a few things.
You must be a current FEW member with three or
more years of active membership, be a current federal
employee in the grade of GS-09 to GS-14 (or equivalent),
have held an elected or appointed position within a
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Chapter or Region, and submit a completed application.
This year-long Mentoring Program works towards
supporting the mission of FEW —”Federally Employed
Women works to end sex and gender discrimination,
to encourage diversity for the inclusion and equity
in the workplace, and for the advancement and
professional growth of women in the federal service.”
Selected participants will develop capabilities and
skills, learn from senior leaders, and work with a
senior-leader mentor.
Check out the full details of the mentoring program
at www.few.org. While there, be sure to register for
this year’s Virtual Leadership Summit III and be a part
of FEW history by attending the Inaugural Mentoring
Program Graduation Ceremony.
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Compliance:
Did You Know?
By: Debra White Johnson, National Compliance Team
Federally Employed Women, Great Lakes Region Compliance Chair
This article is the first article of the 2022 series,
providing insight into compliance and Federally
Employed Women (FEW). This entry offers insight
into the information provided by the Department of
Defense (DoD) Office for Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion (ODEI).

Members and DoD Civilian roles. You may wonder
what this diversity information has to do with
compliance. Remember, FEW serves as a resource on
compliance issues, provides compliance education,
and monitors organizational compliance. Monitoring
compliance requires data.

Did you know that the DoD Office for Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion (ODEI) publishes demographic
infographic documents providing insight on diversity
and inclusion in the Department?

In January 2022, the DoD ODEI site offered infographics
providing portraits of Black/African Americans,
American Indian/Alaska Native, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific
Islander and Disability Civilian Employment. These
reports span the years 2019, 2020, and 2021.

The DoD ODEI publishes demographic infographic
documents that provide great insight into the
demographic representation in Active-Duty Service
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As shown in the below examples, statistics are provided
for four DoD Services and DoD Agencies/Activities.
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HERstory is OUR Story!
By: Kimberly Smith

Do you feel overwhelmed? Are you constantly questioning,

Council of the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board,

“In 2022, why are women still facing pay inequities,

giving the federally employed and retired women a voice.

underrepresentation, etc.?” You are not alone! We often get
consumed by the demands of our daily lives, especially now,
with a continuous wave of international issues thrust upon
us. It’s no wonder we become fatigued when our efforts to
effect change yield little progress. Uneasy lies the head that
wears a crown, but there is hope! Take solace in the incredible
stories of other women, both past and present, and their
impact on the world, for their efforts gave us the foundation
we stand on today to effect change. Their story is our story;
we are one!
The Federally Employed Women (FEW) organization holds 54
years of groundbreaking women empowerment stories. Did
those women feel overwhelmed? I’m sure. Did they question
why? YES! Did they give up? NO!
• On August 26, 1970, the 50th anniversary of women voting

Service Subcommittee on Compensation and Employee
Benefits on expanding the use of sick leave.
• In 2004, FEW President Patricia Wolfe was a panelist during
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People Federal Sector Task Force Summit IV. She testified
on “Diversity in the Senior Executive Service.”
• In 2014, FEW descended upon D.C. The National Training
Program (NTP) hosted an Advocacy Day, bringing 150+
members to discuss the Federal Women’s Program and
the federal higher grades women disparity with their
Congressional Representatives.
• In 2019, FEW celebrated the NTP’s 50th anniversary. It was
a tremendous milestone and an exciting moment for FEW.

rights, FEW National President Daisy Fields led an ERA rally

The ceiling has been cracked. Every day you show up and use

and proclaimed Federal Women’s Day.

your voice, it chips away at the glass. We will break through

• In 1975, under Janice Mendenhall’s leadership, FEW succeeded
in pushing the FBI to drop its minimum height requirement
of 5’7”, opening up employment opportunities to all women.
• In 1980, FEW unanimously supported women’s inclusion in
military service registration.
• In 1986, FEW President Freda Kurtz was appointed as
FEW’s representative on the Employee Thrift Advisory
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• In 1994, FEW testified before the House Post Office and Civil

Working for the advancement of women in the government.

it! If these stories teach you anything, let it be that we,
women, are resilient! We will achieve our goals together.
Today and every day, honor the FEW legacy because it gave
us wings, and these incredible women have taught us how to
fly. For now, we truly can SOAR to NEW HEIGHTS together!
To learn more about the FEW history, visit our website and
be sure to join or renew your membership while there!
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Highlighting New Learning Trends
By: Management Concepts

In an increasingly digital and remote work environment,

FEW members are invited to join Management Con-

new methods of communication, collaboration, and

cepts in person or virtually on March 10 at 3 p.m. EST

achieving organizational missions have emerged. Just

and be among the first to see the latest innovation

as the way we work has evolved, the way we learn

in federal acquisition training—our Career Gateway:

has evolved.

Acquisition program.

Professional development is moving away from a

Built around a compelling storyline of acquisition

static environment, embracing more dynamic learning

support for a ground mission to Mars, Career Gateway:

methods. Terms like “flipped classroom,” “cohort,” and

Acquisition is an experiential, cohort-based program.

“experiential” are increasingly associated with these

This leading-edge approach takes learners beyond

new and exciting learning methods.

technical knowledge and puts them through an out-

As a leader in workforce training and professional
development, Management Concepts is launching an

The future begins March 10 at 3 p.m. EST—and

immersive and engaging learning experience for

professional acquisition learning will never be the

federal acquisition professionals built around

same. Join us to see why.

supporting a mission to Mars scenario.
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come-based, scenario-driven training experience.
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REGISTER TODAY
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Why Qualified Ambitious Women Get
Overlooked for Promotions
By: Dr. Madeline Lewis
Today, women work in every industry and make up
nearly half of the entry-level workforce. However,
women comprise a small portion of managerial
positions, and new research from Columbia University
reveals that promotions are especially slim for women.
The “Women in the Workplace” study found that for
every hundred men hired/promoted to a position, only
72 women are promoted/hired for the same role. Women
of color are even lower; only 68 Latina women and 58
black women are promoted for every 100 men.
Today, nearly 60% of bachelor’s and master’s degrees
are awarded to women, suggesting there is no
shortage of qualified women entering the pipeline.
Yet, promotions do not reflect this percentage.
It is very disheartening when female employees with
the necessary skills and experience for management
get passed over for promotions. Often these women
lose out to a male counterpart who may not equal their
skillset, agility, or experience. When these women do
not feel like they receive deserved workplace recognition, many sink into depression and display less
commitment. Some leave the company, and others
work even harder to prove their worth. Even the most
ambitious women feel that reaching the top seems out
of reach.
Unconscious Bias Against Women
The belief that men are slightly more competent than
women is still prevalent and pervasive in corporate
culture and impacts decision-making. There is a history
of women in the workforce
receiving adjectives like
“nurturing” and “helpful,”
while men receive stronger
descriptors like “confident”
and “ambitious.” The results
are more and stronger
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recommendations for male candidates, perpetuating
the myth that female strengths are less valuable.
Consequently, there have been limited attempts to
create a more gender-intelligent or gender-equal
business world.
How To Fight Back Against Gender Discrimination
Women must know their rights and the laws that protect them from these heinous gender discriminations.
Female employees must be aware of New York State
and City Human Rights Laws and Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act. These laws protect women from gender
discrimination in the workplace and make it illegal for
U.S. employers to treat an employee differently because
of a protected trait, like sex or gender.
Women who face gender discrimination must contact
an employment discrimination lawyer to assist them in
their fight against their employer.
Final Words
Employers must understand the female contribution
to the economy and their significance in the workforce.
Employers need a course correction in regard to female
employees. Employers must no longer contribute to or
uphold negative biases against female employees.
I have created a guide for career-driven women.
Download “New Rules For Executive Success” here
or watch my TEDx Talk “Show Up to Rise Up” at
https://youtu.be/xH3A6ZWGwX8. The Executive
Women’s Success Institute offers online courses like
“Crack the Career Code:
Unlock the Amazing Power
Within to Lead With Confidence, Charisma & Credibility.”
For more information, email
madeline@exwsi.com or go to
www.exwsi.com.
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